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ABSTRACT 9 

 10 

Gene gain and loss are some of the most important motors in the evolution of prokaryotes. 11 

The link between the genes having these dynamics and their ecological implications is still 12 

a field under exploration. We developed a comparative genomics pipeline that can lead to 13 

the identification of candidate genes responsible for certain ecological characteristics. The 14 

pipeline, Deconstructive Evolutionary Pipeline (DeEP), can be employed to answer two 15 

main questions: what genes were most likely gained or lost in the evolutionary history of 16 

this genus? And, how do they correlate with traits of interest? In order to accomplish this, 17 

DeEP has two steps. The first step is to detect evidence for micro-evolutionary events that 18 

will in turn be used to make an ancestral state reconstruction in the species of interest. This 19 

allows one to find gained and lost genes by performing a statistical analysis of a 20 

continuous-time Markov chain with five states, including presence, absence, duplications, 21 

lateral gene transfer, and homologous recombination. The second step uses Phylogenetic 22 

Independent Contrasts (PIC) to correlate the gained and lost genes with traits of interest. 23 

The genes and evolutionary events identified by the pipeline will help to develop 24 

hypotheses that can be experimentally tested. Importantly, this tool can be applied for any 25 

bacterial group for which several nearly complete genomes are available and which have 26 

contrasting clinical or ecological characteristics of interest. In this case we applied DeEP on 27 

species in the genus Xanthomonas. They are mostly plant pathogens or plant-associated 28 

bacteria, infecting and causing disease in more than 100 plant species. We found 202 29 

genomic regions with a positively correlation with the ability of certain taxa in the genus to 30 

colonize the vascular tissue, hence resulting in a systemic as opposed to local disease. 31 
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Among these regions, genes related with transmembrane transport are well represented. 178 32 

regions were exclusively found in X. axonopodis pv. manihotis and correlated with cassava 33 

pathogenity. 34 

 35 

INTRODUCTION 36 

 37 

The fast evolutionary rate in prokaryotes has resulted in a high selective pressure on 38 

bacterial genes. In consequence, 90% of the bacterial genome consists of protein-coding 39 

genes - as genes that do not improve fitness are eventually eliminated. The two principal 40 

causes of genomic evolution are the acquisition and loss of genes. These phenomena are 41 

mainly responsible for enhanced metabolic capacities, pathogenic characteristics, antibiotic 42 

resistance, symbiotic relationships and adaptations to extreme environments. These 43 

adaptive characteristics give bacteria a wide spectrum of ecological niches (Kuo & Ochman 44 

2009). 45 

 46 

The main mechanisms of gene acquisition are Lateral Gene Transfer (LGT), 47 

rearrangements, duplication (or amplification), and fusion/fission events (Juhas et al., 2009, 48 

Georgiades et al., 2011). New genes must provide an adaptive function in order to become 49 

established in the genome. To do so, the new gene must operate in coordination with the 50 

native genes in the bacterium. Most of the transferred genes that persist in a genome are 51 

those that are introduced as a single self-contained functional unit (Homma et al., 2007). 52 

The continuous influx of new genes appears to be an important force that shapes the 53 

structure of cellular networks (Wolf et al., 2002; Light et al., 2005). On the other hand, the 54 

most usual mechanism of gene loss is basically the removal of the genes that do not confer 55 

functions. Studies suggest that genome reduction in bacteria is predominately a nonadaptive 56 

process (Kuo et al., 2009, Mira et al., 2001). There exist certain tendencies of ecological 57 

behaviors that can be correlated with certain tendencies of genomic flux. For example, 58 

reduction of the genome has been associated with symbiotic relationships because changing 59 

from free-living to strictly intracellular or host-dependent turns a set of genes useless. 60 

However, in symbiotic bacteria, part of pathogenic interactions acquisition of virulence 61 

gene clusters plays an important role on their success (Mhedbi-Hajrd et al., 2013) 62 
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 63 

Gene gain and loss can be detected by several approaches. One of the simplest ways is 64 

directly to deduce them by aligning the genomes of related bacteria. This method allows the 65 

recognition of the presence and absence of genes among organisms. Several studies rely on 66 

the manual inspection of data (e.g., Gressmann et al., 2005; Cañestro et al., 2009) based 67 

either on presence/absence patterns or on synteny. However, the utility of this approach is 68 

limited by the level of syntenic conservation among the examined genomes (Kuo & 69 

Ochman 2009). Other approaches are signature-based methods (like Saunders et al., 2005, 70 

reporting a method based on stylometric techniques), or simpler methods such as the 71 

modified Reciprocal Best Hit (mRBH; from Catchen et al., 2009, adapted for the detection 72 

of gains and losses by Cañestro et al., 2009). Another way is to reconstruct ancestral states. 73 

The first approximation made by Fitch in 1971 is based on the Maximum Parsimony (MP) 74 

principle. This method works on a binary matrix that represents the presence and absence, 75 

and its aim is to find the labels to the internal nodes of a tree that minimizes the number of 76 

changes or mutations along the edges of the tree (e. g. Mirkin et al., 2003; Gordon et al., 77 

2009). Later, Sankoff (1975) applied this method for a nonbinary matrix. Currently, the 78 

most common method used in ancestral reconstruction algorithms is based on the 79 

Maximum Likelihood (ML) of a binary matrix. This method reconstructs the most likely 80 

ancestral sequence given the current data in probabilistic terms (Tuller et al., 2010, Cohen 81 

& Pupko 2011). The main problem related to reconstructing ancestral sequences and gene 82 

inventories is that, in practice, reconstructed sequences often contain a large number of 83 

errors. The homology between genes or proteins in any genome must be correctly 84 

determined to create a reliable matrix of presences and absences (Tuller et al., 2010).  85 

 86 

More sophisticated algorithms based on Maximum Likelihood estimations are either 87 

focused on ohnology analyses (Bielawski & Yang 2003), the estimation of rates of gains 88 

and losses (Hahn et al., 2009), or on adding Bayesian Inference to the analysis (Didelot et 89 

al., 2009). These algorithms include a most complex statistical analysis of the ancestral 90 

reconstructions, however their application up to now has been limited. Bioinformatic tools 91 

based on statistical methodology (MP, ML or Bayesian Inference) have been recently 92 

developed. The simplest approaches in bioinformatics are based on the comparative 93 
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genomics of orthologous genes (e.g., Mirkin et al., 2003, Makarova & Koonin 2007). 94 

However, these methods are not always easily implemented because many acquired genes 95 

are unique in a bacterial lineage and their functions are difficult to define if they lack clear 96 

homology with known sequences. These approaches assume genes as the unit for the 97 

process of gain and loss and they are considered independent of their inherent 98 

characteristics. This feature may have several disadvantages. First, these methods presume 99 

the same probability of gene rearrangements for all lineages along an evolutionary tree, 100 

which may not be true in all cases, as revealed by the study of Didelot and collaborators 101 

(2007) finding a different recombination pattern for each branch in the phylogeny of 102 

Salmonella and Bacillus. Furthermore, the genomic flux may involve whole regions of the 103 

genome, instead of each gene independently (Didelot et al., 2009). Finally, they ignore the 104 

synteny and conserved blocks along the genomes, which results in the overestimation of 105 

gains and losses. Other bioinformatic tools are focused on finding evidence of gaining 106 

events. For example, ClonalOrigin (Didelot et al., 2010) reports the points of homologous 107 

recombination in the genomes. Other tools help to define genes gained by Lateral Transfer 108 

based on GC content profiles (Lawrence & Ochman, 1997). 109 

 110 

The statistical methods for finding gains and losses have not been widely discussed in the 111 

literature. The main problem with the algorithms that are currently available is that the 112 

identification of gains and losses is still in conflict for genes that are statistically treated as 113 

equals when they are not. Even when it is possible to statistically define gains and losses, 114 

there is still a lack of information if there is no known link between those genes and some 115 

ecological behavior. Consequently, there are two main questions to answer: (1) What genes 116 

are gained or lost in bacterial genomes during evolution? And, (2) Are these gains and 117 

losses correlated with other traits of interest? 118 

 119 

The answer to these two questions would help to understand host-pathogen interactions, 120 

among other phenomena in nature. Plant pathogenic bacteria cause a deep negative impact 121 

on crops (Exconde et al., 1971, Mansfield et al., 2012), both in terms of diminishing their 122 

production and on increasing the expenses for crop maintenance. Identification of bacterial 123 

weapons important for pathogen success or failure on a given host will allow the 124 
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development of specific treatments and the identification of possible targets for disease 125 

control. As a result, the identification of genes responsible of pathogenicity of bacteria on a 126 

specific host will provide a greater understanding of plant-pathogen interactions. 127 

 128 

Bacteria in the genus Xanthomonas are gram-negative bacteria mostly plant pathogens or 129 

plant-associated belonging to the gammaproteobacteria (Leyns et al., 1984, Thieme et al., 130 

2005). They are classified in species and pathovars, which denote taxonomical and host-131 

specificity characteristics respectively. Altogether, they are capable of infecting and causing 132 

disease in more than 100 differetn plant species (Leyns et al., 1984). However, each 133 

pathovar in this genus has specialized in the infection of a single or closely related species 134 

of plants. All pathovars studied to-date initiate infection through natural openings and/or 135 

wounds. However, after the primary infection, each pathovar has a characteristic lifestyle, 136 

with some being able to colonize the vascular tissue and some causing exclusively local 137 

infections (Daniels 1989, Hayward 1993; Nino-Liu et al., 2006). This variety of lifestyles 138 

makes the genus Xanthomonas ideal for comparative genomics aimed at answering 139 

biological questions of relevance in plant pathology. 140 

 141 

Recently, the journal Molecular Plant Pathology published the top 10 most important plant-142 

pathogens based on scientific and economic importance. In the list Xanthomonas oryzae pv. 143 

oryzae appears in the fourth place; Xanthomonas campestris pathovars are in the fifth place 144 

and Xanthomonas axonopodis pathovars are the sixth place (Mansfield et al., 2012). The 145 

genus, Xanthomonas, has been of special focus in genomics during the last six years, with 146 

several genomes fully sequenced (Ryan et al., 2009). The initial genomes were sequenced 147 

in 2002, the complete genomes of Xanthomonas citri pv. citri  (strain 306) and X. 148 

campestris pv. campestris (strain ATCC33913) (da Silva et al., 2002) and the most recent 149 

work is a massive sequencing of 65 strains of Xanthomonas axonopodia pv manihotis, the 150 

pathogen of cassava pathogen (Bart et al., 2012). These and other members of this genus 151 

share some genomic characteristics such as a high GC content and genome sizes around 5 152 

Mb, with the exception of Xanthomonas albilineans, which has a reduced genome (Pieretti 153 

et al., 2009). Currently, there are over 120 genomes from this genus publicly available and 154 

which describe bacteria with diverse lifestyles and host ranges (Qian et al., 2005; da Silva 155 
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et al., 2002; Vorhölter et al., 2008; Moreira et al., 2010; Thieme et al., 2005; Lee et al., 156 

2005; Ochiai et al., 2005; Salzberg et al., 2008; Pieretti et al., 2009, Bart et al., 2012, 157 

Mhedbi-Hajrd et al., 2013). Most of the published genomes in this genus are incomplete 158 

and fragmented (e.g. Moreira et al., 2010, Studholme et al., 2011, Bart et al., 2012), 159 

probably marking a new era of extensive sequencing of different strains and pathovars, 160 

rather than intense sequencing efforts for the completion of a specific strain. These 161 

fragmented genomes could provide insights into the complexity and composition of the 162 

genetic material of a given bacterium, and the genes it might use for adaptation to the host 163 

plant; but including them in the analysis could result in uncertainties in the phylogenetic 164 

analyses, as reported by Studholme and collaborators (2012) and Rodriguez and 165 

collaborators (2012).  166 

 167 

Recent comparisons among Xanthomonas genomes have been directed towards specific 168 

groups of genes involved in pathogenicity, rather than genome-wide. One study was aimed 169 

at identifying factors for host and tissue specificity among Xanthomonas focusing on the 170 

T3SS, T2SS, quorum sensing, Exopolysaccharide production and Lipopolysaccharide 171 

production clusters (Lu et al., 2008). The authors concluded that, although there are subtle 172 

differences among Xanthomonas in some of the clusters, host and tissue specificity is 173 

probably due to changes in small numbers of genes, mostly located outside of these major 174 

clusters. Another study focused on the comparison of effector content among different 175 

species and pathovars (Hajri et al., 2009). It is important to note that this approach was 176 

more experimental, rather than bioinformatic, as it included genomes from Xanthomonas 177 

that were not sequenced yet. The authors determined that, although certain effectors might 178 

be responsible for host specificity, it was hard to detect them using this experimental data. 179 

Other studies focused on determining host-specificity and pathogenic behaviors are based 180 

on comparative analysis of certain genes, for example, genes responsible of adhesion to the 181 

host or genes responsible of sensing during the colonization phase (Mhedbi-Hajri et al., 182 

2011). However, the specific responsible genes are unknown which suggest that focusing in 183 

only one section of the genome probably leads us to the wrong findings. 184 

 185 

Unveiling bacterial pathogenicity determinants linked to host specificity is of great interest 186 
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to understanding aspects of coevolution and host-pathogen interactions. For example, 187 

Xanthomonas axonopodis pv. manihotis (Xam), is the causal agent of Cassava Bacterial 188 

Blight (CBB). No other plant species has been reported to be susceptible to Xam and those 189 

species that have been exposed to the pathogen for millions of years. This so-called non-190 

host resistance constitutes a type of incompatible interaction between plants and pathogens, 191 

and it might hold answers to develop cassava resistance against Xam. Ideally, if genes 192 

responsible for this non-host interaction are identified in the bacterium and the plant, they 193 

could be transferred from non-host plants into cassava, rendering this crop resistant to this 194 

specific pathogen.  195 

 196 

Here we developed a pipeline to implement an algorithm, which includes evidences of 197 

microevolutionary events rather than just the presence or absence of regions, to recognize 198 

genes that are gained and lost, and their correlation with a particular ecological behavior. In 199 

this case study in particular, we defined trends in bacteria, such as pathogenicity, host 200 

specialization, host-switching and infection type for Xanthomonas genus. These results can 201 

lead us to the identification of putative determinants in each pathovar. A composite view of 202 

the genome projects of Xanthomonas spp. can be used as an archetypical model for the 203 

implementation and development of comparative genomics to reveal evolutionary events in 204 

the history of the genus, which are potentially responsible for differences in virulence, host 205 

range and lifestyle within the plant. We performed a genome-wide comparison, which 206 

includes a selection of genomes that contains the diversity inside the genus, and has an 207 

advanced stage of assembly. Therefore, a second aim of the project is itself the 208 

development of those comparative genomics tools that will be applicable to other groups of 209 

microorganisms, for which similar questions can be asked. 210 

 211 

 212 

Implementation 213 

 214 

Overview: Deconstructive Evolutionary Pipeline (DeEP). 215 

 216 

We developed a pipeline to perform a deep comparative analysis of the genomes. The 217 
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pipeline named Deconstructive Evolutionary Pipeline (DeEP) allows users to identify the 218 

gained and lost genes and correlates these genes with ecological characteristics of interest. 219 

DeEP is composed of three phases. The first part is to identify events of microevolution to 220 

determine a status (Present, Absent, Present with some evolutionary event evidenced, and 221 

Duplication) for each of the regions in each genome. The second part is to make an 222 

ancestral reconstruction to determine most probable gained and lost regions. The final 223 

phase is to perform a PIC analysis to correlate the gained and lost regions with ecological 224 

characteristics. Extracting the genes inside the regions is possible in any phase. This 225 

workflow only needs the genomes and a phylogenetic tree to be implemented. Since DeEP 226 

is a modular pipeline, users can implement each component or fraction independently from 227 

the workflow (Fig.1) to answer specific questions. Further details about each component 228 

are described below.  229 

 230 

DeEP is a set of scripts to automate and connect different programs. This pipeline is 231 

developed in three different languages (Perl, R and Matlab). The main structure is 232 

constructed in Perl, using a configuration file in YAML to interact with the user. Users need 233 

to fill the configuration file (cfg_file.yml Additional file .1) with their input files’ paths, as 234 

well as the paths of the programs and the parameters to be used. The execution of the whole 235 

pipeline is performed by a main script (Main_DeEP.pl) for which the user specifies what 236 

components he or she is willing to execute, and the configuraton file to be used. 237 

 238 

All the output files are deposited in the output folder and some of the blanks in the 239 

configuration file are filled automatically because they correspond to outputs of previous 240 

steps. 241 

 242 
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 243 
Figure 1. Diagram of the workflow used for DeEP. Three Phases are highlighted with different shades of 244 
gray. The first one can be implemented to find evidence of micro-evolutionary events (Present, Absent, 245 
Homologous Recombination, Lateral Transference, Duplications). The second one, to find the ancestral states 246 
of the regions, and the third one to perform a PIC with binary variables. 247 
 248 

First Phase 249 

 250 

Identifying Present and Absent Regions 251 

 252 

Multiple Alignments of Pseudomolecules (DeEP_MAUVEpseumol.pl) 253 

 254 

To start with, DeEP uses MAUVE (Darling et. al, 2010, Darling et. al, 2004) a multiple 255 

genome aligner on a pseudomolecule of each genome. This script first creates a 256 
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pseudomolecule of each genome, connecting the contigs in the genome by unidentified 257 

nucleotides (Ns). This is necessary in order to recognize the coordinates of each region in 258 

later steps. Then, MAUVE makes the alignment and generates, amount other files, an 259 

alignment file ‘.xmfa’; and a file that contains the coordinates of each conserved region 260 

‘.backbone.. For more details of MAUVE visit: http://asap.ahabs.wisc.edu/mauve/mauve-261 

user-guide/  262 

 263 

Binary Matrix of present and absent regions (DeEP_BINMatrixMAUVE.pl ) 264 

 265 

This script uses the ‘.backbone’ from output files of MAUVE to make a matrix with 266 

information of the presence (1) or absence (0) of each region. It generates two files, the first 267 

one is ‘.matrix’, which contains the present and absent regions that are longer than a given 268 

length; it also contains the corresponding coordinates of every region in each genome. The 269 

‘.binary’ file contains the same information but just for any given pattern of the user’s 270 

interest. The specifications of the length of the regions must be filled in the configuration 271 

file. This script also allows for the identification of regions that show a certain 272 

presence/absence pattern of interest in the genomes under study. This pattern must be 273 

provided by the user in the configuration file. 274 

 275 

Back in Coordinates (DeEP_BackCoorMAUVE.pl) 276 

 277 

This script allows to go back to the sequence of interest in each genome. It uses the 278 

‘.binary’ or ‘.matrix’ file to generate files with the sequence of each region of interest 279 

‘.seq.fasta’.  280 

 281 

Detecting Homologous Recombination events 282 

 283 

Strips Out Regions (DeEP_ssLBCs.pl) 284 

 285 

To begin the identification of homologous recombination, it is necessary to select the 286 

regions that are of interest from the ‘.xmfa’ file. For example, the regions longer than 500nt 287 
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are more likely to contain genes. This script strips out regions from the alignment to leaves 288 

only core alignment regions longer than a given length; it generates a ‘.xmfa’ formatted file. 289 

The length of the region must be filled in the configuration file. 290 

DeEP_BINMatrixMAUVE.pl also uses this length to generate the output to ensure that 291 

both scripts use the same length criteria. 292 

 293 

Clonal Genealogy (DeEP_ClonalFrame_parallel.pl) 294 

 295 

ClonalFrame generates the clonal genealogy and simultaneously identifies the genomic 296 

locations where recombination occurred for each branch of the genealogy. This script 297 

executes ClonalFrame (Didelot & Falush 2007) in parallel on the core genome alignment 298 

‘.xmfa’. The user specifies the number of parallel jobs and the number of iterations per run 299 

in the configuration file. Since ClonalFrame uses a Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) to 300 

infer the genealogy, all of the parallel jobs must coincide in the generated topology and the 301 

consensus trees must be fully resolved. If this is not achieved, the user should increase the 302 

number of iterations per job.  303 

 304 

Tree Consensus (DeEP_ClonalTree.pl) 305 

 306 

When the topology is completely resolved, this tree is used for making the reconstruction of 307 

recombination events. This script extracts the consensus tree from ClonalFrame results and 308 

generates a tree in Newick format ‘.nwk’.  309 

 310 

Split Regions (DeEP_blocksplit.pl) 311 

 312 

This script splits each region inside the ‘.xmfa’ that was generated by DeEP_ssLBCs.pl. 313 

These regions are used for determining the homologous recombination events with 314 

ClonalOrigin. 315 

 316 

Homologous Recombination (DeEP_ClonalOrigin.pl) 317 

 318 
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ClonalOrigin (Didelot et. al, 2010) identifies the regions that suffered the recombination 319 

events detected by ClonalFrame. The software uses the consensus tree from ClonalFrame 320 

and considers recombination events as localized changes to this tree affecting a small 321 

region of DNA, resulting in differing local trees for each site. Also, it uses a mathematical 322 

model that represents both the donor and the recipient of each DNA import as an ancestor 323 

of the genomes in the sample. This Script automates the process of analysis of each one of 324 

the regions, and estimates the global parameters for all the regions. The number of 325 

iterations coincides with the number of iterations for ClonalFrame (To be taken into 326 

account by the user for the configuration file).  327 

 328 

Detecting Lateral Gene Transfer events 329 

 330 

Measuring GC content (DeEP_window-acgt.pl) 331 

 332 

To measure the GC percent DeEP uses a GLIMMER’s tool called window-acgt. This script 333 

uses window-acgt for each genome and for each one of the regions. Then, connected with 334 

R, it calculates the mean of each genome and each region to make a student’s t-test to detect 335 

significant differences. With these statistics this script defines the regions transferred 336 

laterally. The users must fill the length of the sliding window and the number of nucleotides 337 

it moves each time into the configuration file. 338 

 339 

Identifying Duplications 340 

 341 

 Number of copies (DeEP_Duplication.pl) 342 

 343 

This script was developed to identify number of copies in each region. It uses a regular 344 

expression made with the sequence from each region to match any duplications or 345 

amplifications in each genome. It uses the regions generated by 346 

DeEP_BackCoorMAUVE.pl. 347 

Categorical Matrix  348 

 349 
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Fusion Matrix (DeEP_FusionMatrix.pl) 350 

 351 

This script makes a matrix with the information from all the regions assigning numbers of 352 

each status: 1 to define duplication, 2 for present, 3 for absent, 4 present with evidence of  a 353 

micro-evolutionary event, and 5 duplication of a region with evidence of a micro-354 

evolutionary event. This matrix and a phylogenetic tree are the input files for the next 355 

phase. 356 

 357 

Second Phase 358 

 359 

Ancestral Reconstruction 360 

 361 

To identify the regions which were gained or lost region, DeEP makes an ancestral 362 

reconstruction to recognize the dynamics of genomic regions during the phylogenetic 363 

history of the group of genomes. This goal is accomplished using the function “ace” in the 364 

package APE: Analyses of Phylogenetics and Evolution for R (Paradis et. al, 2004). This 365 

part of the pipeline was designed considering a Continuous Markov Chain to represent the 366 

model of transitions between each state (Fig. 2). This model has four parameters of 367 

transition to be estimated, which represent the probability of finding each state in a region. 368 

In other words, the microevolutionary event that was most probable in the evolutionary 369 

history. Using ace, the transition parameters and the ancestral state were estimated using the 370 

Maximum Likelihood method for each region (Paradis 2012). For computational reasons, 371 

those regions with fewer than 5 states, were grouped and a transition model was designed 372 

specifically for them (For example regions that do not are involved in microevolutionary 373 

events). When ancestral reconstruction is done, the most probably gained or lost regions 374 

can be selected.  375 

 376 

 377 
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 378 
 379 

Figure 2. Representation of the Continuous Markov Chain Model. This Markov chain represents the 380 
probability of finding a region at a given state. Consider E3 as the absence of a given region. This region can 381 
either be present (E2) with a rate λ2 or be present and show micro-evolutionary evidence (E4) with a rate λ1. 382 
Duplications of the region that is already present with (E5) or without micro-evolutionary evidence (E1)  can 383 
happen with a rate λ3. The loss of a region, either duplicated or just present, has a rate of μ. 384 
 385 

Third Phase 386 

 387 

Phylogenetically Independent Contrast (PIC) 388 

 389 

PIC is an algorithm that constitutes one way of solving techniques of generalized least 390 

squares (phylogenetic GLS or PGLS) to analyze phylogenetic correlations (Felsenstein 391 

1985). Under the assumption of Brownian motion character evolution, PGLS and PIC 392 

calculations yield the same parameter estimates and statistical tests. The correlation 393 

including binary variables must be represented by a Logistic Regression. We used the 394 

method developed by Ives & Garland 2010, a method included in the Matlab (MathWorks 395 

1996) computer code “PLogReg.m”. These authors developed a model of evolution and a 396 

corresponding approach to statistical estimation for phylogenetic logistic regression in 397 

which there is a binary dependent variable (Y) and zero, one, or more independent variables 398 

(X). For this phase, the pipeline uses the resultant regions of the reconstruction identified as 399 

gained or lost to correlate them with ecological characteristics. 400 

 401 

  Genes Inside the Regions (DeEP_AutoBLAST.pl) 402 

 403 

Finally, with the files ‘.seq.fasta’ using a database of interest the user can identify genes 404 
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inside the regions. The automated BLAST allows the user a practical way to analyze a large 405 

set of ‘.fasta’ files. The user must specify the reference file for the database, Blast-task, 406 

output format, and the path of the files in the configuration file. 407 

 408 

RESULTS AND DISCUSION  409 

 410 

We developed a computational pipeline that automates several bioinformatics and statistical 411 

tools to use the evidence of micro-evolutionary events in genomes for the optimized 412 

detection of gained and lost regions. This pipeline subsequently links those regions with 413 

ecological behaviors by performing a PIC analysis. The micro-evolutionary events used 414 

were lateral transference, homologous recombination and duplication. The inclusion of 415 

these characteristics helps to overcome the problems of using genes as the unit of evolution, 416 

those of treating all regions as having the same probability of rearrangements, and those of 417 

ignoring synteny or conserved regions. These aspects are important from both the statistical 418 

and biological points of view. Statistically, using more states to describe the regions in the 419 

ancestral reconstruction allows us to observe what events of microevolution were more 420 

likely to occur, therefore making the reconstruction more reliable and informative. 421 

Biologically, the integration of inherent trades of the genomic regions in the analysis allows 422 

us to treat each region as an evolutionary unit with its unique probabilities of evolutionary 423 

events.  424 

 425 

For decades, scientists have searched for determinants of host specificity and of the ability 426 

to colonize xylem vessels in plants within the genus Xanthomonas. We used 17 strains from 427 

this genus in our study. Although there are over 100 sequenced strains, we selected the least 428 

fragmented genomes, while covering the diversity in pathogenic characteristics inside the 429 

genus (Table 1). We started with 11503 regions that were absent in at least one of the 430 

seventeen genomes under study. From these, 6512 regions larger than 500nt were selected. 431 

Regions smaller than 500 nt were excluded from the analysis, under the assumption that 432 

they are gene-poor regions. After performing the analyses for microevolutionary events and 433 

the ancestral reconstruction, we obtained 1375 regions that were potentially gained in at 434 

least one taxon under study. The PIC analysis showed that 202 of these regions are 435 
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correlated with the ability to colonize the vascular tissue in plants. Because our main 436 

interest is Xanthomonas axonopodis pv. manihotis, the only member in our study with the 437 

ability to infect cassava, we also detected 178  regions that were correlated with this ability. 438 

 439 

Micro-evolutionary events 440 

 441 

Homologous recombination 442 

 443 

To detect evidence of Homologous Recombination we considered the clonal genealogy 444 

estimated using ClonalFrame. In a way similar to a phylogenetic tree, a clonal genealogy, is 445 

a bifurcating tree where the leaves represent each taxon and each internal node represents 446 

the most recent common ancestor between the taxons derived from it. However, the 447 

phylogenetic tree reflects the relationships of genomic content that have been inherited 448 

vertically from ancestor to descent, whereas clonal genealogy reflects recombination events 449 

bringing in DNA from a different source (Didelot & Falush 2007). We performed a 450 

simulation of 10,000 iterations, with 10,000 burn-in iterations and 10 paralleled samplings 451 

in ClonalFrame. This was enough to generate a converging consensus tree that showed the 452 

same relationships among taxa as the genomes-based phylogeny reported by Rodriguez and 453 

collaborators (2012) (Fig. 3). This finding suggests that homologous recombination is a 454 

strong motor for defining the evolutionary history of this group.  455 

 456 

Table 1. List of selected species and their pathogenic characteristics.  457 

Specie Pathovar Strain Name Abbr. Sintoms Host 
Type of 

Host 
Lifestyle 

X. albilineans  XalGPE_PC73 XalG Leaf scald Sugarcane Monocot Vascular 

X. axonopodis citri Xac306 Xci3 
Citrus 

Canker 
Citrus Dicot 

Non 

Vascular 

X. axonopodis manihotis XamCIO151 XamC 

Cassava 

Bacterial 

Blight 

Cassava Dicot Vascular 

X. campestris 
armoriaceae 

(raphani) 
Xca756C Xca7 Leaf Spot Brassicaceae Dicot 

Non 

Vascular 

X. campestris 
armoriaceae 

(raphani) 
XccATCC33913 XccA Leaf Spot Brassicaceae Dicot 

Non 

Vascular 

X. campestris campestris Xcc8004 Xcc8 Black Rot Brassicaceae Dicot Vascular 
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 458 

ClonalFrame determines the tendency of the recombination events along each branch of the 459 

genealogy. The nodes that showed more recombination events were B, C, F, L, and N 460 

(Figure 3). The nodes M, K, and G also show recombination events in less proportion. B 461 

and F are at the points of divergence between the most distantly related clades and hence 462 

they were expected to show a high level of recombination. However, node A, which is at 463 

the point of divergence of the most distant taxon of all, X. albilineans, does not show the 464 

same tendency of high levels of recombination. This is probably due to the fact that most of 465 

the divergence of Xal from the rest of Xanthomonas is explained by the genome reduction 466 

tendency recently reported by Pieretti and collaborators (2009). Nodes C, L and N are the 467 

points of divergence for grouped pathovar strains from the same species (Fig. 4). In 468 

general, the opposite effect (lower recombination) is observed in nodes that separate strains 469 

from the same pathovar. Since pathovars are classified according to the host they infect (or, 470 

in a few cases, the ability to colonize vascular tissue in the case of X. oryzae), 471 

recombination events could have taken an important role in defining host specificity in the 472 

divergence between Xvv (sugarcane) and Xvm (Banana) and tissue specificity between Xca 473 

(non vascular) and Xcc (vascular) and between Xoc (non vascular) and Xoo (vascular). 474 

X. campestris campestris XccB100 XccB Black Rot Brassicaceae Dicot Vascular 

X. euvesicatoria  

X. campestris 

 

vesicatoria  
Xcv8510 Xeu8 Leaf Spot  

Tomato 

Pepper  
Dicot  

Non 

Vascular 

X. fuscans aurantifolii XfaICPB10535 Xfa0 
Citrus 

Canker 
Citrus Dicot 

Non 

Vascular 

X. fuscans aurantifolii XfaICPB11122 Xfa1 
Citrus 

Canker 
Citrus Dicot 

Non 

Vascular 

X. oryzae oryzicola XocBLS256 XocB 
Bacterial 

Streak 
Rice Monocot 

Non 

Vascular 

X. oryzae oryzae XooKACC10331 XooK 
Bacterial 

Blight 
Rice Monocot Vascular 

X. oryzae oryzae XooMAFF311018 XooM 
Bacterial 

Blight 
Rice Monocot Vascular 

X. oryzae oryzae XooPXO99A XooP 
Bacterial 

Blight 
Rice Monocot Vascular 

X. campestris 

(vasicola) 
musacearum Xvm01 Xvm0 

Bacterial 

Wilt 
Banana Monocot Vascular 

X. campestris 

(vasicola) 
musacearum XvmNCPPB4381 XvmN 

Bacterial 

Wilt 
Banana Monocot Vascular 

X. campestris 

(vasicola) 
vasculorum 

XvvNCPPB702 

 
XvvN 

Gumming 

Disease 
Sugarcane Monocot Vascular 
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Although, this information is a general view, shows that recombination has an important 475 

impact shaping the evolutionary history of this group. Recent studies have reported that for 476 

131 genomes of the Xanthomonas axonopodis clade, the impact of recombination on the 477 

diversity is three times greater than the impact of mutation; reflecting that recombination 478 

analyses can provide more information about the genomic diversity than the polymorphism 479 

analysis  (Mhedbi-Hajri et al., 2013). Surprisingly, in our analyses, this is not the tendency 480 

for this clade. This discrepancy could be due to the power of resolution achieved with the 481 

use of a lower number of genomes, as we have done in our study. 482 

 483 

                      484 
Figure 3. Comparison of the Clonal Genealogy and the Phylogeny of the genus Xanthomonas.  The 485 
figure on the left shows the consensus tree of the clonal genealogy generated by ClonalFrame. The figure on 486 
the right is the phylogenetic tree reported by Rodriguez and collaborators in 2012.  487 
 488 

In order to determine which regions were the source of the recombination events and the 489 

gene flow between species, we implemented ClonalOrigin (Didelot et al., 2010). The 490 

results of ClonalOrigin were not included in the analysis due to computational issues (the 491 

iterations are still computing). 492 

 493 
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 494 
Figure 4. Consensus Tree from the clonal genealogy inferred by ClonalFrame. The squares show a 495 
genomic representation of the alignment of the recombination events inferred by ClonalFrame on the branch 496 
directly above the A to M nodes. The color of each position indicates the posterior probability for an 497 
important recombination event at that position with black for a probability of 0 and red for a probability of 1. 498 
 499 

Duplication 500 

 501 

Detecting the duplications in each genome was performed using pattern searches. For the 502 

whole multi-alignment, 20% of the regions were detected as duplicated. However, no more 503 

than 0,6% of them are larger than 500nt. This low number of duplications detected could be 504 

due to the fact that only exact matches were considered as duplicates within a given 505 

genome. As a result, only 69 regions were considered as products of duplication. This 506 

search should therefore be applied with less stringent parameters of identity in order to 507 

explore other matches that were likely ignored in our study due to polymorphism.  508 

 509 

Lateral Transfer Events 510 
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 511 

Lateral Transference can be quantified in three different ways: identification of codon 512 

usage, GC content, and nucleotide-pattern properties. All these characteristics of a genomic 513 

region usually differ from the native genome when the region comes from a foreign 514 

genome (Lawrence & Ochman, 1998, Dagan & Martin 2007). We defined regions involved 515 

in Lateral Transfer by statistical analysis of the GC content of each region in comparison 516 

with the whole genome. The average GC content for the 17 genomes oscillates between 517 

62.5%-65% but for Xvm0 the average is 60.5%. Along of the genomes there are 1444 518 

regions with a GC content significantly different from the native GC content of the 519 

genome.  520 

 521 

To observe the tendency of the lateral transfer events in X. axonopodis pv. manihotis with 522 

respect to other taxa, we plotted a heatmap where we grouped the regions with significantly 523 

different GC content found in XamC. Then, the status (significantly different or non-524 

significanly different GC content) of these regions  was compared to that in the other 525 

genomes under study (Figure 5).  The regions potentially involved in Lateral Transfer in 526 

XamC were also found as laterally transferred in XooP, XocB, XooM, and XooK (see 527 

similar grouping in figure 5). On other hand, Xvm0 and XalG showed a general reduction 528 

of laterally transferred regions. For Xal, this could, again, be due to the fact that the major 529 

tendency in this genome is for reduction as opposed to acquisition of new regions (3.77 530 

Mbp vs. 5 for the rest of the genomes; Pieretti et al, 2009). Xvm0 shows a very interesting 531 

behavior because its genome has a low GC content and a particular acquisition pattern 532 

compared to the others genomes. For the rest of the strains the patterns are very different 533 

from the tendency observed in XamC (Fig. 5).  The large number of regions involved in 534 

lateral transfer was expected as persistence and maintenance of laterally transferred genes is 535 

needed to provide selective advantages on the recipient bacterium in relationship with its 536 

host (Kado 2009). It is presumed that important sets of genes that participate in host-537 

pathogen interactions, such as ‘pathogenicity islands’ (PAIs) and ‘metabolic islands’ 538 

(MAIs), are acquired by lateral transference because they display a different nucleotide 539 

composition and codon usage when compared to adjacent genome structures (Kado, 2009). 540 

 541 
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 542 
Figure 5.  Regions that were potentially laterally transferred into each genome by analyzing the GC 543 
content. The gray color indicates that the regions is absent from the corresponding genome. The blue color 544 
indicates that the region is present but it does not show a significantly different GC content from the native 545 
genome. The purple color indicates that the region is present and it shows a significantly different GC content 546 
from the native genome. For visualization, regions were ordered based on their category (grey, blue or purple) 547 
in the genome of XamC.  548 
 549 

Ancestral Reconstruction 550 

 551 

To perform the ancestral reconstruction we assumed a continuous-time Markov chain that 552 

represents our particular model of transitions between each state (Fig.1). This approach 553 

captures better the dynamics of the regions flux, because the stochastic mapping methods 554 

allow explicit quantification of the probability and expectation for gain and loss events for 555 

each region and branch (Cohen & Pupko 2011).  556 

 557 

We performed an ancestral reconstruction using our own model of transitions. There were 558 

1375 regions detected as gained due to the high probability of having been acquired in the 559 

ancestral node. We achieved to discriminate 21% (1375 out of 6512) of the total amount of 560 

usable regions as regions that were potentially gained in at least one genome. Recent work 561 
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on this genus revealed that, specifically for X. vasicola (Xvm0, XvmN, XvvN) strains, the 562 

percentage of regions gained was between 12.7 to 15.1 (Rodriguez et al., 2012).  This is 563 

equivalent to 1041 only for this species, whereas we have defined 1375 regions gained for 564 

the whole genus. Therefore, with our analyses, we achieved a reduction in the number of 565 

regions that were potentially gained. Reducing the possible number of candidate regions to 566 

explore the implication of those acquisitions allows us to infer that adding inherent 567 

characteristics of each region leads us to more specific findings.  568 

 569 

Phylogenic Independent Contrast (PIC) 570 

 571 

To perform PIC we consider pathogenicity, host specialization, host-switching and 572 

infection type, as the pathogenic characteristics. Inside the genus Xanthomonas, there is an 573 

interesting variety of pathogenic characteristics. For example, the genome from a strain of 574 

Xanthomonas oryzae pv. oryzicola (Xoc; Swings et al., 1990), which differs from 575 

Xanthomonas oryzae pv. oryzae (Xoo; Swings et al., 1990) mainly in the tissue that it is 576 

able to colonize (Xoo is vascular and systemic, whereas Xoc is restricted to the mesophyll) 577 

was recently sequenced. In addition, genomes from pathovars that are able to colonize 578 

monocots such as rice, sugarcane and banana, and those colonizing dicots such as citrus, 579 

solanaceous plants and crucifers, have been recently obtained, providing insights into the 580 

genomic regions that are important for pathogenicity. A well-known example of how 581 

acquisition of virulence genes could radically change the ecological behavior of a 582 

bacterium is in the genus Shigella. In this genus there are four species (S. dysenteriae, S. 583 

flexneri, S. boydii, and S. sonnei) that show a very similar genomic content of Escherichia 584 

coli, a commensal and non-pathogenic bacterium (Bliven & Maurelli 2012). However, the 585 

acquisition of a large virulence plasmid and the loss of genes known as antivirulence genes 586 

(AVGs), mark the difference between these harmful Shigella and a harmless E. coli. Thus, 587 

a correlation of gained and lost regions with pathogenic characteristics is an efficient way 588 

to find candidate genes responsible of particular virulent behaviors. 589 

 590 

Here we defined the type of infection (or lifestyle) as the ability or inability of a pathovar to 591 

infect the vascular tissue of the plant. The type of plant that each pathovar infects was 592 
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classified as monocotyledonous or dicotyledonous (Tabla 1). We found a very clear 593 

tendency in the correlation analysis for the lifestyle variable (Fig. 6).  The PIC analysis to 594 

determine the correlation between acquisition of regions and type of infection (or lifestyle) 595 

reveals that there are 202 regions correlated positively with vascular infection (>0.4). 176 596 

regions were negatively correlated with vascular infection (<-0.4). Both of the tendencies 597 

are frequent in pathogenic bacteria. A gain of regions necessary to colonize the vascular 598 

tissue would be expected in bacteria that are vascular, because they are able to colonize 599 

mesophyll cells, as their counteracting non-vascular partners. Additionally, the acquisition 600 

of genes in pathogenic bacteria is probably responsible for their capacity to explore new 601 

hosts. However, for these changes to be stable in populations, there must be a successful 602 

incorporation of these pathogenic factors into the bacterial genome. The success might 603 

imply the loss of certain regions that might not be compatible with the newly acquired 604 

region. Thus, certain genes must be inactivated or removed for full expression of the 605 

pathogen phenotype to occur. Ancestral traits that interfere with virulence are probably 606 

successively lost from the newly evolved pathogen genome due to selection for increased 607 

fitness in the host niche (for example AVGs genes), (Bliven & Maurelli 2012). It is 608 

possible that those 176 are included in this kind of antivirulence genes (i.e. genes that 609 

decrease the ability to colonize vascular tissue) 610 

 611 

Although the distribution of the frequency was more spread for the variable “type of plant” 612 

when compared to “lifestyle”, the detected tendency was similar (Fig. 6). The distribution 613 

of the values suggest that the amount of regions correlated with the “type of plant” 614 

characteristic is high and that other analyses must be explored to discriminate regions 615 

directly responsible of this behavior. This could be due to the fact that there are not many 616 

representatives of taxa that infect the same type of plant and hence the statistics are not 617 

powerful enough for the discrimination in this case. 618 

 619 

To estimate the effect of using our own model of ancestral reconstruction impact we 620 

performed a new PIC analysis using all the regions in the alignment. In other words, we 621 

ignored the results of the ancestral reconstruction to identify gains and losses. This time, we 622 

found 1521 regions positively correlated with lifestyle (>0.4) and 1093 regions negatively 623 
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correlated (<-0.4) (Fig. 7). The amount of candidates to explore is higher than when the 624 

ancestral reconstruction analysis was used. The tendencies found for the lifestyle 625 

characteristic are similar in both analyses, but for the type of plant analysis they are very 626 

different (Fig. 6, 7). 627 

 628 

 629 
Figure 6. Frequency of correlation values considering the ancestral reconstruction. On the left, the 630 
histogram shows the more frequent values in the correlation for monocotyledonous and dicotyledonous hosts 631 
and the gained region. On the right, the histogram shows the more frequent values in the correlation of 632 
vascular and non vascular and the gained regions.  633 
 634 

 635 
Figure 7. Frequency of correlation values without considering the ancestral reconstruction. On the left, 636 
the histogram shows the same information for monocotyledonous and dicotyledonous plants.  On the right, 637 
the histogram shows the more frequent values in the correlation of vascular and not vascular pathovars and 638 
the present and absent regions.  639 
 640 

Exploring Genes potentially responsible for the ability to colonize vascular tissue and 641 
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the ability to infect cassava. 642 

 643 

We explored the acquired regions most positively correlated with vascular infection. We 644 

analyzed 202 regions, taking into account only those that had a correlation value higher 645 

than 0.4. We performed a blast2go (Götz et al., 2008) analysis where we found that the 646 

most represented proteins produced by the genes in those regions are involved in ATP 647 

binding (Fig. 8). This could be related with metabolic needs of the vascular pathogen. The 648 

Xanthomonas that are vascular colonize the plant-host specifically in the xylem. It is still a 649 

conundrum how xylem-inhabiting bacteria survive these conditions, since the xylem 650 

consists of relatively nutrient-poor dead plant cells that are mainly transporting water and 651 

minerals (Jacobs et al., 2012).  652 

 653 

Some of the genes that contribute to the ATP binding function relevance are XCR_3371, 654 

yheS XC_1116, xccb100_1153, PXO_00189, XOO2981, XOO_2831, XOC_2812, which 655 

are ATP-binding cassette (ABC) transporters. ABC proteins are known to be a family of 656 

proteins that transport several kinds of subtrates across the external and the internal 657 

bacterial membrane. These proteins hydrolyze ATP to transport lipids, heavy metal ions, 658 

inorganic acids, glutathione conjugates, sugars, amino acids, peptides, secondary 659 

metabolites, and xenomolecules. In prokaryotes, ABC proteins are compound for a two 660 

basic structural elements, a hydrophobic transmembrane domain (TMD) usually made of 661 

six membrane-spanning α-helices, and a cytosolic domain, the latter containing a region 662 

involved in ATP binding and known as the nucleotide-binding domain (NBD). This two 663 

structure are in a double copy each one (Jasinski et al., 2003). The mechanism of catalysis 664 

of ABC proteins can be described in four steps, using as a model E. coli. (1) First, the 665 

substrate bins to a site in the membrane domain. (2) ATP is hydrolyzed and bound at the 666 

NBD site. (3) The NBD site suffers a structural rearrangement that extends to the 667 

membrane domains and induces translocation of the substrate through the inner path toward 668 

the other face of the membrane. (4) Finally, the transporter returns to its initial 669 

configuration upon ADP and phosphate dissociation (Jasinski et al., 2003). This group of 670 

proteins could contribute to the transportation of nutrients into de bacterial cell. Finding 671 

this mechanism of transport highly represented in our analysis suggest an important 672 
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tendency of the metabolism to enhance the intake of substrates from the intercellular 673 

medium. Alternatively, this could be related to the secretion of toxic compounds from the 674 

xylem of the plant that may reach the bacterial cell. 675 

 676 

In the second place of the most represented proteins is the pyridoxal phosphate (PLP) 677 

binding. PLP is the biologically active form of vitamin B6 that acts as a cofactor and serves 678 

as prosthetic group of glycogen phosphorylase and numerous enzymes involved in diverse 679 

metabolic routes. This coenzyme catalyzes manifold reactions of amino acids such as 680 

racemization, transamination, decarboxylation, aldol cleavage, as well as β- and γ-681 

elimination and replacement reactions (Vacca et al., 2008). It is therefore possible that 682 

bacteria in the vascular tissue need to be metabolically adapted to the different composition 683 

of the xylem and that the enzymes required for this use Vitamin B6 as a cofactor. However, 684 

the specific role of this vitamin in these pathogenic interaction is unknown. Several studies 685 

on the function of vitamin B6 and its role in pathogenicity shows that this vitamin and its 686 

pathway synthesis are induced under conditions of cellular oxidative stress (Daub & 687 

Ehrenshaft 2000). PLP is synthesised by an enzyme complex from C5 or C3 sugars and 688 

glutamine as a nitrogen source (Strohmeier et al., 2008). Interestingly, the human pathogen 689 

Helicobacter pylori needs Vitamin B6 in its transition from the acute to chronic phase 690 

(Grubman et al., 2010). It is possible that Vitamin B6 is limited in the xylem of plants, 691 

although no conclusive studies have been reported. In this case, bacteria that inhabit the 692 

xylem might need additional molecular strategies to colonize this tissue. This has been 693 

reported for fungal vascular pathogens from plants (Michielse et al., 2009) 694 

 695 
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 696 
Figure 8. Sequence Distribution of Molecular Function in Genes that were associated with the ability to 697 
colonize Vascular tissue. A Blast2go performed using the 202 regions correlated with vascular infection, and 698 
a chart of the molecular functions was constructed using the 2 best hits of each region.  699 
 700 

We found that the most relevant process related with the genes inside those 202 regions are 701 

the regulation of transcription, the proteolysis, the transmembrane transport, intracellular 702 

signal transduction and ATP catabolic process (Fig. 9). A high number of genes are related 703 

with these processes. However, finding the transmembrane transport over-represented 704 

supports the hypothesis that the most of the proteins related with vascular infection are 705 

associated with the ability of the bacterium to surviving in poor-nutrient medium (Jacobs et 706 

al., 2012). Intracellular signal transduction could be related with the signals necessary to 707 

activate other pathogenic genes.  708 

 709 
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 710 
Figure 9. Sequence Distribution of Biological Process in Vascular Infection Genes Associated. A 711 
Blast2go was performed using the 202 regions correlated with vascular infection and a chart of the biological 712 
processes was constructed using the 2 best hits of each region.  713 
 714 

 715 

Exploring Exclusive Genes in XamC 716 

 717 

One hundred and seventy eight regions were exclusively found in XamC and associated 718 

with the ability to infect cassava. The most representative proteins produced by the genes in 719 

those regions were ATP binding, hydrolase activity, ligase activity, and oxidoreductase 720 

activity (Fig. 10). XamC is a vascular pathogen. The groups of genes that were found to be 721 

associated with the ability to infect cassava suggest that metabolism and the transport are 722 

keys process in vascular infection. For this strain, the genes that are ABC transporters are: 723 

xanmn_chr15_0054, xanmn_chr13_0114, xanmn_chr10_0381, xanmn_chr13_0113, ugpC-724 

xanmn_chr06_0044, xanmn_chr10_0381, xanmn_chr12_0060, xanmn_chr12_0061, 725 

|xanmn_chr05_0064, xanmn_chr15_0055, xanmn_chr13_0114. These IDs belong to the 726 

annotated XamC genome.  727 

 728 

The most representative biological processes associated with the ability to infect cassava 729 

are oxidation-reduction process, heterocycle biosynthetic process, and cellular nitrogen 730 

compound biosynthetic process (Fig. 11). The ability to utilize various carbon and nitrogen 731 

compounds as their sole source of carbon and nitrogen is a particular characteristic for X. 732 
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axonopodis pv. manihotis. Studies have shown that bacterial isolates utilized a range of 733 

sugars, organic acids, amino acids, amines and some inorganic nitrogen sources for growth 734 

that made it different even from its most close relative specie X axonopodis pv. cassavae 735 

(Ogunjobi et al., 2008) 736 

 737 
Figure 10. Sequence Distribution of Molecular Function in Genes Exclusive of XamC. A Blast2go was 738 
performed using the 178 regions correlated with cassava infection and a chart of the molecular funtions was 739 
constructed using the 2 best hits of each region.  740 
 741 

 742 
Figure 11. Sequence Distribution of Biological Process in Genes Exclusive of XamC. A Blast2go was 743 
performed using the 178 regions correlated with cassava infection and a chart of the biological processes was 744 
constructed using the 2 best hits of each region.  745 
 746 

 747 
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CONCLUSIONS 748 

 749 

Before this work, gains and losses in the genomes of Xanthomonas genus were explored 750 

only as tendencies. The comparative analyses that linked pathogenic characteristics and 751 

present/absents of genes were performed directed to specific families of genes that were 752 

know to be involved in pathogenicity. Here we achieved to identify a group of genes related 753 

with certain pathogenic characteristics using a whole genome analysis and without the need 754 

for previous knowledge on the biology of these pathogens. In order to do this, we used 755 

stochastical models to describe the evolutionary dynamics of the genomes which better 756 

represents the dynamics of the genomic flux, being not only more statistically robust, but 757 

also more biologically adequate than previous models. Compared with previous analysis 758 

reported for Xanthomonas, we demonstrated that including micro-evolutionary events in 759 

the ancestral reconstruction analysis favors the delimitation of a lower number of gene 760 

candidates to explore experimentally. We achieved to narrow the search space of genes by 761 

reducing the number of possible candidates correlated with pathogenic characteristics. This 762 

accomplishment was due in part to the inclusion of more information about the inherent 763 

evolutionary characteristics of each region, which makes our results biologically more 764 

reliable. However, we need to explore more thoroughly these included characteristics. The 765 

validation of the pipeline must be explored by using simulators or studies where the gains 766 

and lost regions are known as well as their correlation with ecological behaviors. 767 

 768 

Finally, as a bioinformatics tool, this pipeline helps to solve not only the questions 769 

addressed here, but many others in the evolution of bacterial clades. Its modular design 770 

allows the user to answer questions related with each one of the phases (Microevolution, 771 

Ancestral Reconstruction, or PIC). Using this user-friendly integrated pipeline should 772 

facilitate more research in diverse topics such as clinical and environmental microbiology.  773 

 774 

 775 

 776 

 777 

 778 
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Additional file 1 — YAML configuration file example 779 
--- 780 
AutoBLAST: 781 
  blast_task: ~ 782 
  output_format: ~ 783 
  path_queries: '/XAM/DeEP/output_v1' 784 
  pathbin_BLAST: ~ 785 
  reference_genomes: ~ 786 
Blocksplit: 787 
  num_blocks: 0 788 
  path_blocksplit: '/gainloss/clonalorigin/warg/scripts/' 789 
  work_dir: '/XAM/DeEP/Perl_scripts_v1' 790 
ClonalFrame: 791 
  clonal_concensus: ~ 792 
  iterations: 100000 793 
  parallel: 10 794 
  path_ClonalFrame: '/BioProgs/gainloss/ClonalFrame/bin/' 795 
ClonalOrigin: 796 
  path_warg: '/BioProgs/gainloss/clonalorigin/warg/src/' 797 
ClonalTree: 798 
  path_clonaltree: '/BioProgs/gainloss/clonalorigin/warg/scripts/' 799 
ClonalTree_OUTPUT: 800 
  final_tree: ~ 801 
Coordinates: 802 
  file_coor: '/XAM/DeEP/output_v1/output_17.backbone.binary' 803 
General: 804 
  dir_out: '/XAM/DeEP/output_v1' 805 
  names: 806 
Xac306_genome.fna,Xvm01_genome.fna,XvmNCPPB4381_genome.fna,XccATCC33913_g807 
enome.fna,Xcv8510_genome.fna,Xca756C_genome.fna,XfaICPB11122_genome.fna,X808 
amCIO151_mergec_genome.fna,XocBLS256_genome.fna,XooMAFF311018_genome.fna,809 
Xcc8004_genome.fna,XooKACC10331_genome.fna,XvvNCPPB702_genome.fna,XfaICPB810 
10535_genome.fna,XccB100_genome.fna,XooPXO99A_genome.fna,XalGPE_PC73_geno811 
me.fna 812 
  pattern: '.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.' 813 
MAUVE: 814 
  dir_files: '/XAM/DeEP/Genomes/' 815 
  name: output_17 816 
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  path_mauve: '/BioProgs/gainloss/MAUVE/' 817 
MAUVE_OUTPUT: 818 
  backbone: '/XAM/DeEP/output_v1/output_17.backbone' 819 
  tree: '/XAM/DeEP/output_v1/output_17.tree' 820 
  xmfa: '/XAM/DeEP/output_v1/output_17.xmfa' 821 
ssLCBs: 822 
  length: 500 823 
  path_ssLCBs: 'BioProgs/gainloss/MAUVE/utility/' 824 
ssLCBs_OUTPUT: 825 
  bbcols: '/XAM/DeEP/output_v1/output_17.xmfa.bbcols' 826 
  core: '/XAM/DeEP/output_v1/output_17.core_alignment.xmfa' 827 
window_acgt: 828 
  path_window: '/BioProgs_SGE/glimmer3.02/bin/' 829 
  window_skip: 80 830 

 831 

 832 

 833 

 834 

 835 

 836 

 837 

 838 

 839 

 840 

 841 

 842 

 843 

 844 
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